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Earn the DEI in Talent 
Development certificate  
and digital badge after:

• Attending all program  
days/sessions. 

• Actively participating in 
and completing the course 
activities and capstone.

Show, share, and socialize your 
skills and achievements with 
ATD's digital badging program!

Successful participants in this 
program will earn ATD's DEI in 
Talent Development certificate 
and digital badge.

Fostering a diverse, equitable, and inclusive workforce and workplace 
involves awareness of and appreciation for different perspectives, 
backgrounds, customs, abilities, and behavior norms. Talent development 

professionals are in a unique position to ensure that every employee in their 
organization is respected and engaged and that their organization realizes the 
significant benefits of an inclusive approach.

Throughout this course, you will explore key themes and concepts 
encompassing many facets of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) and 
discover the tools necessary to support DEI through your role as a talent 
development practitioner. 

Certificate 
and Badge 

21 Hours  
to Complete

Aligned to Talent  
Development  

Capability Model™

Face-to-Face, 
Live Online

Enterprise Team 
Training Available
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In alignment with the cultural awareness and inclusion capability of the  
Talent Development Capability Model™, you will examine your organizational  
impact from three unique perspectives—personal, professional, and  
organizational—and identify strategies to expand your mindset, practices,  
and influence.

Starting with the personal perspective, this certificate program will provide you  
with an opportunity to evaluate your self-awareness and develop cultural humility.  
The program will draw on the learners’ real-world experiences and invite  
authentic discussions in a way that recognizes that everyone is at a different  
place in their DEI journey. Moving to the professional realm, we’ll explore how you  
can incorporate DEI into your daily work as a TD practitioner, regardless of your  
role. Lastly, you will discover how to drive and influence organizational impact by  
leveraging DEI strategies to recruit, grow, retain, and optimize your talent. By the  
end of this program, you will develop a business case and a strategic  
approach for a DEI initiative that you can implement in your organization.

Why you should attend:

• Feel empowered to develop and lead others in a diverse, inclusive,  
and equitable manner.

• Gain the knowledge, resources, and tools you or your team needs to integrate DEI into your talent development efforts. 

• Optimize your talent, drive meaningful change, and strengthen your workforce and your workplace. 

• Earn an industry-recognized certificate, continuing education credits, and an ATD digital badge to share with  
your networks.

After this program, you will be able to:

• Demonstrate the value and benefit of integrating DEI into talent development for your organization.

• Expand your self-awareness and shift your mindset, practices, and influence around DEI within your own work.

• Identify factors that shape identity and culture, including race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation and identity,  
age, physical abilities and qualities, and neurodiversity.

• Discover how cultural norms affect beliefs, values, behaviors, and decisions and their potential impact  
on workplace dynamics.

• Demonstrate inclusive leadership skills, including co-creating an environment where diverse perspectives are considered, 
using storytelling to create safe spaces and making space for people to be seen, heard, understood, and valued.

• Examine the DEI climate of your organization and its impact on talent development.

• Propose talent development strategies to sustain a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace.

Related Learning 
Opportunities:
Change Management 
Certificate
Become a change leader, 
facilitator, and communicator.

Measuring Return on 
Investment Certificate
Connect your learning 
investment to the business 
bottom line.

Human Performance 
Improvement Certificate
Enhance performance with  
a systematic and results-
based approach, driven by 
business needs.

Derived From ATD Research, 
Backed by Our Capability Model
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Topic 1: Driving Talent Development  
with DEI 
• Establish a Common Understanding of DEI

• Exploring Your Own Identity 

• Discover the Dimensions of Diversity 

• Complete Your Social Identity Profile

• Recognizing the Impact of DEI in Talent Development

• Use Theories and Models to Understand  
Cultural Differences

Topic 2: Build Self-Awareness of DEI 
• Noticing Our Own Biases

• Look at Your Circle of Trust 

• Starting With Self-Awareness

• Assess My Self-Awareness 

• Developing Cultural Appreciation and Humility

Topic 3: Exploring Cultural Dynamics  
at Work 
• Seeing the Similarities and Differences Around Us

• Apply the Jo-Hari Window

• Understanding How Cultural Norms  
Influence Behaviors

• Cultural Norms at Play

• Building Inclusion and Equity

Topic 4: Thriving in a Diverse  
Work Environment 
• Communicating Within and Across Differences 

• Perceptions of the Workplace 

• Respond to the Challenges of Workplace Diversity

• Reach for Inclusive Language 

• Experience the Workplace with a Marginalized Identity

• Promoting Workplace Diversity and Inclusion Through 
Training Design, Facilitation, and Management 

• Foster Inclusive Talent Development

• Identify Opportunity for DEI
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Topic 5: Connect DEI to  
Organizational Outcomes
• Shaping an Organization’s Culture

• Note the Norms

• Evaluating Your Organization’s DEI Maturity

• Evaluate Your Organization’s DEI Learning and 
Development

• Measuring the Success of DEI 

• What Data Is and Is Not Telling You

Topic 6: Integrating DEI Into Talent 
Development Strategy 
• Creating a Blueprint for DEI Success

• Look for Equity in Talent Development

• Developing an Equity and Inclusion Strategy 

• Structure a DEI Business Plan 

• Execute a DEI Business Plan 

• Implementing an Equity and Inclusion Strategy

• Build a Business Case for a DEI Initiative

Additional Tools and Resources

• A DEI Call to Action 

• DEI Business Plan 

• Dimensions of Diversity 

• Effective Role-Based DEI Practices

• Engaging With Each Other 

• Equity and the Talent Wheel 

• Evaluate Your Organization’s DEI Maturity

• Key Questions for DEI Alignment 

• Noting Organizational Norms 

• Social Identity Profile 

• The Jo-Hari Window 

• Workplace Inclusion Strategic Plan 

What Participants Are Saying

“The DEI in Talent Development Certificate was 
truly transformational. The prescribed curriculum 
is intentional and scaffolded toward actionable 
change. The curriculum is phenomenal, but the 
‘truly transformational’ comes from our facilitator, 
Tonya. It was a privilege to learn from Tonya and 
our phenomenal peer group. She cracked open my 
thinking around DEI in personal, professional, and 
organizational measurable change. Tonya quickly 
tapped us into reflection leveraged to action (to 
be followed the next day, and the next, creating a 
sustainable framework and promoted direction). 
I’m ready to be a change agent and grateful for this 
invaluable training. ”

— Becky Nusbaum, Instructional Design  
and Development Specialist
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As you continue your DEI journey, consider these important reminders to help drive you toward action.

Pursue commitment from everyone in your organization.

Communicate continuously and consistently.

Stay in sync with employees’ feelings and perceptions.

Determine which metrics will be most effective.

Use ongoing education to build momentum and empower employees.

Integrate DEI throughout the employee life cycle.

Strive for allyship and advocate for systemic change.

RESOURCE SAMPLE

A DEI Call to Action
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We Are Here to Help You and Your Team Learn, Grow, and Improve!

Register Online 

• Visit td.org/dei-course.

• Choose your preferred dates  
and times. 

• Click Enroll. 

• Follow the cart and  
checkout prompts.

Register a Team/ 
On-Site Training
Interested in bringing a 
course to your company as 
an on-site learning event? 

Call: 888.816.7813 
Email: enterprise@td.org

During the last 75 years, our mission has 
been to empower talent development 
professionals with the knowledge and skills 

they need to be successful and remain competitive. 
We accomplish this by providing learning that 
sticks and leads to measurable results in your  
on-the-job performance.

What You Can Expect From an ATD Course

 9 Research- and competency-based learning with 
applied adult learning principles 

 9 Hands-on practical activities 

 9 An engaging environment that builds confidence  
and makes learning personally relevant 

 9 Actionable take-home materials to ensure real 
application back at work

Register by Phone or 
Get a Consultation
Not sure what to take? Call  
a professional development 
specialist to help you enroll. 
They can give you course 
recommendations based on your 
learning goals and your role.

Call: 855.404.2783
Visit: td.org/dei-course

Ready to Get Started?

Organizations 
Have Trained 
With Us

95+
Course 
Topics

900+

120+
Countries 
With 
an ATD 
Presence

Professionals 
Have Learned 
With ATD 
Education

150,000+
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